My mother spent the last two years of her life at the Weinberg Residence in the Multi-Level
Care. I had “rescued” her from another nursing home which promised care, but didn’t deliver.
I was so happy with the care she received at the Weinberg. The nurses and care aides are top
notch, and you can tell that they really do care. As well as tending to my mother, they would
spend a lot of time talking to her and getting to know her. Eldercare can be such a stressful
situation, but once I got my mother into the Weinberg it reduced the stress considerably.
My father has now been in the Weinberg for two years in the Multi-Level Care. So between the
two parents, my husband and I spend a lot of time there. The Weinberg has a friendly
community feel about it. The tone is set by Vanessa, the manager, who puts her heart and soul
into her work. She really cares about the residents, and it shows.
I appreciate all the events that my father gets taken to. Recently there was an ice cream
sundae party outside with singing, which he just loved. And he enjoys the weekly happy hour
and the concerts. Visiting as often as I do, I appreciate these events for myself as well. The
Program Coordinator, Rachel, does an amazing job.
The physio and rehab staff have been great with my Dad. Though he is in a wheelchair, he
loves to exercise and have supervised walks on his walker. Laurie and Cheryl have helped out
so much in this regard, and he looks forward to his daily exercise in the gym and his walking
sessions.
I also appreciate the annual review, where the whole team who cared for my Mom, and now
my Dad, get together for a meeting. I am at this meeting as well, and every aspect of care is
reviewed.
The facility is immaculately clean. We’ve spent many hours sitting in the living room, and other
residents and staff always stop by to chat with us. Friends of mine who come to visit Dad also
comment on both the cleanliness and the friendliness of the Weinberg.
I would highly recommend the Weinberg, and all of their caring staff!
Barb Mallin

